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Abstract-Methods of maximal monotone operators are used in order to study, from a general point of 
view, duality numerical algorithms for solving variational inequalities. With classical algorithms, such as 
Uxawa’s method for the standard and augmented Lagrangian, this paper presents some new algorithms, 
which appear to have very good numerical performances. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a real Hilbert space and A a monotone operator, A E L( V, V’). Let J, be a lower 
semi-continuous convex function over V which takes its values in (-m,@] and which is not 
identically + m. 
If A is symmetric, every solution of the variational inequality (where f E V’): 
(AY,z-y)+$(z)-$(y)a(f,z-y) forallzE V 
YEV (1.1) 
achieves the infimum of the functional: 
zE V+J(z)=;(Az,z)--(f,z)++(z). (1.2) 
Duality methods for the numerical solution of (1.1) try to overcome the difficulty related to 
the non differentiability of 4 by constructing a convenient lagrangian. 
Let $* be the conjugutefunctionol f $, i.e. 
ti*cd = ,sEpv {(z, 4) - te.?)L 
then for any z E V we have: 
-4) = ; (AZ, z) - cf, z) + ,“!‘: {(a I)- ti*(q)l. (1.3) 
inf d(z) = _iif .ss; L(z, q), 
ZEV 
where L is the Lagrangian defined by 
(1.4) 
Uz, 9) = ; (4 z) - CL z) + (4, z) - v+*(q). U.5) 
tThis research was carried at I.R.I.A. (France) during a visit sponsored by Scholarship of the French Embassy in Spain. 
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If {y, p} is a saddle-point of L, then y is a solution of (1.1) and moreover: 
Ay+p=f 
P E W(Y 1, (1.6) 
where ati is the subdifferential of 4. 
In several examples, 4 is the support function of a closed convex set K, i.e. 
IL(z) = sup {(z, 4% 
qEK 
In these cases, $* is the indicator function of K and we may use the Uzawa’s algorithm to 
compute y: 
Aym+pm=f 
P m+’ = PK(P” + p,y”). (1.7) 
From now on A is not necessarily symmetric. If y is a solution of (1.1) there exists 
p E at+b(y) such that: 
Ay+p =f. (1.8) 
Besides, we have (see Bermudez-Moreno [ 11): 
p E &j(y) if an only if p = G,(y + Ap) for every A > 0, (1.9) 
where GA is the Yosida approximation of the maximal monotone operator a$ (see Pazy[2]). 
Thus, it seems appropriate to define the following algorithm: 
Let p” be given arbitrarily. Given pm, we define y”, pm+’ by: 
Ay”+p” =f 
P ,,,+’ = GAm(ym +&pm). (1.10) 
It is easy to see that (1.10) is in fact (1.7) if 4 is the support function of the closed convex set K. 
Observe that (1.10) may always be defined since neither the G-differentiability of the 
functional $*, nor the alternative condition “+* is the indicator function of K”, nor even the 
symmetry of A are necessary. Thus (1.9) provids an elegant way of getting some numerically 
efficient algorithms. 
Under quite general hypotheses we prove, in Section 3, the convergence of the algorithm 
(l.lO), which is presented as a particular case of a certain class of algorithms which are 
obtained by perturbing the operator a$. 
From (1.9) and the formulation (1.6), we also obtain, in Section 3, the penalty-duality 
algorithm, i.e. the Uzawa’s method for the augmented Lagrangian (see Hestenes[31, Powell[4], 
Glowinsk+Marrocco[5], Fortin[6]). The practical use of this algorithm is shown there and we 
give several variants easily implementable on computers. 
We place our report in a slightly different context to the one defined at the beginning of this 
introduction. Actually, taking E a Hilbert space, cp a lower semi-continuous proper convex 
function in E, B a bounded linear operator from E into V’ and AE the canonical isomorphism 
from E into E’, we study the more general case where 4 = cp o&-i 0 B*. This modification is 
very interesting for certain applications, as is shown in the paper. 
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
2.1 M(o) operators (see Pazy [21) 
Let E be a real Hilbert space and o a real number. A multivalued operator G in E is called 
a maximal-M(o) operator if G + OI is maximal monotone. 
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If hw < 1, then the operator .I* = (I + AC)-’ is defined over all E and univalued. Moreover it 
is a monotone Lipschitz function with constant (1 - ho)-‘. 
As in the case of maximal monotone operators we may define the Yosida approximation of 
G by: 
G 
A 
_I--JA 
A . 
It is not difficult to see that G, E M(o/l - hw) and we also have: 
and 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where ulr u2 E E. 
In particular, if Ao ~(1/2), G, is a Lipschitz function with constant l/A. 
The following lemmas are fundamental throughout this paper. The first one has its interest in 
constructing an equivalent formulation for the problem (1.6). The second lemma establishes an 
inequality of great interest o prove the theorems of convergence. 
LEMMA 2.1 
Let G a maximal M(o)-operator. If Ao < 1, the following statements are equivalent 
(i) u E G(u) 
(ii) u = G,(u +Au). 
Proof 
See Bermudez-Moreno [ 11. 
LEMMA 2.2 
Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, and for u,, u2, w,, w2 in E, we have: 
II ul-u2-f(J~(w,)-J~(w,)~ II z+~~w,-w2-A(u,-u2)~~2 
+lh - ~2112+~llJ,~w,~-JI~w2~112. (2.4) 
Proof 
From (2.1) we ‘have: 
Then the lemma follows taking account of this equality and (2.3). 
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2.2 Elliptic variational inequalities 
Let V be a real Hilbert space and A E L( V, V’) such that: 
6% z)vv 3 a/z]j$ for all 2 E V, (2.6) 
where a 2 0. 
Let us consider now an operator B E L(E, V’) and Q a proper lower semi-continuous (I.s.c.) 
convex function over E (see Ekeland-Temam[7]). We assume that 
~((1 - A)VI + AVZ) c (1 - A)Q(uI) + AQ(vJ -$ BA(1 - A& - vz//*, (2.7) 
for all u,, v2 E E and A E (0, l), where B B 0 (if /3 > 0, cp is called a strongly convex function 
with modulus B). 
Finally, let 1,4 be the 1.s.c. convex function 
which we suppose proper. 
Throughout his paper, 
(Hl) a>O. 
it is assumed that, at least, one of the following hypotheses holds: 
(H2) B > 0 and BAE’B* is an isomorphism from V onto V’. 
With (Hl) or (H2), the variational inequality: 
tA~,z-~)v,v+(CI(~)-~(y))(f,z-y)~,~ forallzE V 
has a unique solution y E V. 
Related to this variational inequality we consider the following problem: 
To find y E V such that f - Ay E Bacp(be’B*y). 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Since the inclusion: 
B(arp(AE’B*z)) C &j(z) (2.11) 
is always satisfied for all z E V, if y is a solution of (2.10) then y is the solution of (2.9). On the 
contrary, the reciprocal inclusion is not true in the general case, (see Ekeland-Temam[7] for 
sufficient conditions). Because of this, the problems (2.9) and (2.10) are not always equivalent. 
However, we have that equivalence for almost all the classical examples, at least if they are 
considered in their discrete form. 
From now on, we are going to suppose that the problem (2.10) has solution. For the above 
reasons, this solution is unique and agrees with the solution of (2.9). 
2.3 Examples 
Let fi a bounded open set of R” with “smooth’* boundary r. 
2.3.1 Flow of a Bingham fluid in a cylindrical pipe. (Duvaut-Lions [8, Chap. 61, Giowinski- 
Lions-Tremolieres [9, Chap. 51). 
It consists of finding y E I&‘(Q) which minimizes the functional 
J(t) = i In /grad z]* dx + /_ Igrad z( dx -/e fz dx, (2.12) 
where v > 0 and f E L*(n). 
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It is easy to check that y is also the solution of the problem (2.10) with V = Ho’(R), 
E = (L*(a))“, 
(2.13) 
B = -div, and cp being the support function of the closed convex set: 
K = {u E(L2(Q)“: /u(x)\ C 1 a.e. in a}. (2.14) 
2.3.2 Elustoplastic torsion (Glowinski-Lions-Tremolieres [9, Chap. 31. In this problem we 
wish to find a y which achieves the minimum of the functional: 
J(z) = f L Igrad z/’ dx - /n fz dx (2.15) 
over the closed convex set: 
C = {z E Ho’(n): Igrad z( s 1 a.e. in 0). 
If f is a constant function, then y is the solution of the problem (2.10) with V, E, A, B, K as 
in 2.3.1, and cp the indicator function of the set K in (2.14) (see Brezis[lO]). 
3. NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS 
3.1 A linear iteratioe algorithm 
Let w be an arbitrary real number. We denote by G” the operator 8cp -OZ. Clearly G” is a 
maximal-M(o - 8) operator; therefore, if h(o -B) < 1, we may define the resolvent operator 
J,,” and the Yosida approximation G,O. Besides it is easy to prove that: 
(3.1) 
On the other hand, by the Lemma 2.1, the problem (2.10) is equivalent to 
Finding y E V such that: 
Ay + oB&-‘B*y = f - Bu (3.2) 
u = G,*(Ae-‘B*y + Au). (3.3) 
Remark 3.1. In general, if y is the solution of the problem (2.7), there exists more than one 
u E E satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). Clearly, sufficient conditions for the uniqueness are: 
B is one-to-one in &p&-‘B*y) or Q is G-differentiable in AE’B*y. 
The formulation (3.2), (3.3) suggests the following: 
Algorithm 1 
Let u” be arbitrary in E. 
Ay”’ + oBAE’B*Y~ = f - Bum 
U m+' = Gi(AE-‘B*ym + Amum). 
We state now a convergence result for this algorithm. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 
Under the hypotheses: 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
CAWA vol. 7,No. I-D 
Am(w-p)G; (3.6) 
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we have: 
lim {y”} = y 
WI-W= 
where y is the solution of the problem (2.10). 
Proof 
From the inequality (2.2) we have: 
l -2A;:” - @) ((J~JA$B*y + h,u) - JyJAf’B*y” + h,u”)ll; 
+ Ill4 - U”+ql; + ((Af’B*(Y - y”) + A,(u - u”,ll’E 
m 
2 
= ]]U - u”]]; +I\ (AE’B*(y - y”), u - Urn)Ef 
m 
+$ IIAE-'B*(Y - Y"% (3.9) 
On the other hand, substracting (3.4) from (3.2) and multiplying by y - y” we obtain: 
(AE’B*(y - y”), u - u”)~ c -cr]]y - y”I]: - ojA~‘B*(y - ym)]]‘E 
By using (3.10) in (3.9) it follows 
* - 2A$ - ‘) ]]Jr;,(A$B*y + A,u) - JTm(AE-‘B*ym + Amum)(li 
m 
+ ( +&z-+E-~B*(Y -Y”% m m m 
But by (3.7), there exists 8 > 0 such that: 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Therefore (3.11) implies the convergence of the sequence {l/u - u*]j~} and then both results 
imply that: 
lim llA~‘B*(y - ym)]lE = 0. (3.13) 
WI--a 
Finally, if BAE’B* is an isomorphism then (3.8) follows from (3.13), and alternately, if 
a >O, this result holds by (3.10). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1 
Let {p,,,} be a sequence of real numbers in (0, 11. We consider the sequence {y”} defined by 
the following algorithm: u” given in E arbitrarily, 
Ay” + oBAE-’ B*y” = f - Bum (3.14) 
U m+’ = pmG;JA$B*ym + Amum) + (1 - p,,,)um. (3.15) 
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lim {y”} = y. 
fn-rm 
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(3.16) 
Proof 
Let ~~*(r’~) bedefined by: 
u~+(“~’ = G;&-‘B*y” + Amum) (3.17) 
then: 
(Ill - lP+y; = pm21(u - Um+(“2)ll; + (1 -pm)+ - umlli 
+2p,(l -p,)(u - um+(“2), u - Urn)E. (3.18) 
Similarly to the Proposition 3.1, we obtain 
SI(AE-‘B*(y - y”)II’E + (/u - ~~+(‘~)(j; s I/u - urn/l; (3.19) 
and therefore (3.18) implies: 
pm2811AE’B*(y - y”>II’E + (Ju - um+‘llZE s I/u - ~“11;. (3.20) 
Now, (3.16) may be obtained as in the last proposition. 
COROLLARY 3.2 
Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 and furthermore, if A,,, = A and A(o - /3) < l/2, we 
have: 
where 
lim {urn} =u in ,f? weakly 
m- 
u E &p(A~-‘B*y). 
(3.21) 
Proof 
If A,,,(@ - /3) < l/2, (3.11) implies: 
Moreover: 
lim {JAw(AEm’B*ym + Aurn)} = J,“(A,‘B*y + AU) = Aa-‘B*y. (3.22) 
WI--P 
U 
m+l -p= 
AE-‘B*y - .I,“(A,‘B*y” + Aurn) 
A (3.23) 
hence we have: 
lim {urn+’ -uUm}=O. (3.24) 
m-l= 
Then (3.21) holds since the application: 
u E E =+ GA”(AE’B*Y(u) + Au), (3.W 
being y(u) the solution of 
Ay + wBAE’B*~ = f - Bu, (3.26) 
is non expansive (see Pazy[l l] Corollary 4, p_ 199). 
QED. 
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Remark 3.2. For o = (1/2A), E = V and B = AV the algorithm 1 is equivalent to the algorithm I 
in Lions-Mercier [121. 
3.2 Application to the examples 
Example 2.3.1. In this case it is easy to see that: 
G,"(v)=&, (iv)-- 
1 -k v, (3.27) 
where PK denotes the orthogonal projection on the closed convex K. Consequently, the 
algorithm 1 is: u” given in (L’(fI))” arbitrary, 
-(v+w)Aym =f+divu” 
> 
- & (grad y” + A,u”). 
m 
By taking o = 0 in (3.28) we obtain the Uzawa’s algorithm for the standard Lagrangian: 
L(2, u) =” 2~lgradz(2dx-~0fidx+/n(v,gradz)dx. 
Example 2.3.2. Now the Yosida approximation of G” is: 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
and hence the algorithm 1 is: 
-(v+~)Ay~ = f +div u” 
um+l = 1 urn +rgrad y” -r 1P m K (& (grad Y” + k,~m)). (3.31) 
m 
3.3 Thecasea=/3=0 
If a = fl= 0, B&‘B* is an isomorphism, A,,, = A and o = (l/21\), it is also possible to prove 
the non-expansivity of ‘the application (3.25), by using the techniques of the proposition 3.1. 
Therefore, the theorem 1 of [13] may be used and hence, if {k,,,} is a sequence of real numbers 
such that: 
(9 km El& I), {km)+ 1 
(ii) mT,(l-k,,,)=+m 
(iii) km - km-‘+O as m +m 
(l-kd2 
(for example k,,, = 1 -(l/m% if 0 < a < l), it follows that the sequence {urn} defined by: u” 
arbitrary in E, 
Ay” + & B&‘B*ym =f-Bum 
U m+l = k,,,GAw(A,dlB*ym + Aurn) + (1 - k,) w, w arbitrary in E (3.32) 
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Ay + 2h BA,‘B*y = f - Bu 
u = GA“‘&- B*y + Au) (3.33) 
being y the solution of (2.10). 
From this result it is easy to prove that the sequence {y,,,} converges to y, since B&‘B* is 
an isomorphism. 
We give an application of (3.32): Following [5] let Th be a triangulation of R and V,, the 
subspace of continuous functions in a: 
V, = {zh E c(a): zhlr = 0, rh K E PI for all k E Th}. (3.34) 
We wish to find yh E vh such that: 
I n (/grad yh(p-* grad yh * grad x,,) dx = for all x,, E v,, (3.35) 
which is an approximation of: 
- div ((grad yip-* grad y) = f in R 
y=o on r. (3.3.6) 
The problem (3.35) is a particular case of (2.10) for the choice: 
v= v,,, A =O,E= v,,:vh= 2 v~~,v~ER” 
KET,, I 
B= - div and q( v,,) = j n (v,,)h(’ dx. 
I 
Thus, the algorithm (3.32) is: 
l(h” E E arbitrary, 
uh m+’ = k,,, uhm +; grad yhm -f.&‘(grady,“+h”))+(l-k,,,)w,. (3.37) 
3.4 Penalty-duality algorithm 
In the rest of this section we take w =_O. 
Observe that the Lemma 2.1 permits to affirm that y is the solution of the problem (2.10) if 
and only if there exists u E E such that: 
Ay + BG*(&-‘B*y + Au) = f (3.38) 
u = GA(AE-‘B*y + Au). (3.39) 
Then, a possible algorithm would be: 
Algorithm 2. u” is chosen arbitrarily in E, 
AY m+’ + BGAm(A;‘B*ym+’ +Amum) = f 
U m+’ = GA,(A-‘B*ym+’ + Amum). 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
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If {A,,,} is an upper bounded sequence of positive real numbers, then the sequence {y”} 
defined by (3.40) (3.41) converges to the solution of (2.10). Actually, we have: 
Proof 
First observe that: 
lim UY -~“+‘ll: - 0. (3.42) 
Ill- m 
Ilu - um+‘IIzE = $2 IlA,‘B*(y - y*+')ll2E + II* - Urn -i (J&E-'B*Y + Am*) 
-J*m(AE-‘B*ym+’ + A,*“)) :+ + II ( u - **+I m -; (J*,(AE-‘B*y + A,*) m 
- JAm(AE-‘B*y”+’ +Amum)), AE-‘B*(y - y-+$ (3.43) 
On the other hand, from (3.38) and (3.40), it is not difficult to obtain: 
B(u - urn+‘)++ B(JAm(AE-‘B*y + A,u)- JAm(AE-‘B*y”+’ +A,u”)) 
m 
= - A(y - y*+l) - f BA~-IB*(~ _ y*+l)a 
m 
(3.44) 
Consequently (3.43) implies: 
lb - * *+lll$ d - & ((AE-lB*(y - y*+l)II$ -E Ily - ym+ljI; 
+ u-urn II - f (JAm(AE-‘B*y + A,u) - JA,(AE-‘B*~~ + A,u”))l~* (3.45) m E 
and by using the Lemma 2.2 for the choices: 
0= -/$ q = u, v2 = urn, w, = AQ’B*Y + A,u, ~2 = AEv’B*ym f A,,,um 
we get, finally: 
F JIJ,m(AE-‘B*y + A,u) - JAm(AE-‘B*y”+’ + A,,,u~)((~E + )]I( - um+‘j)2E 
m 
+E Ily - ym+‘lJ: S llu - u”1/& (3.46) 
If a > 0 this inequality implies (3.42). On the contrary, if a = 0 but p > 0, then from (3.46) it 
follows: 
,im jAE-‘B*y - JA (Ag’B*y”+’ + A,,,um)ll~ = 
IPl- &II 
o 
(3.47) 
and the convergence of the sequence {llu - ~~(1) as m +a. 
With these results it is easy to prove that 
lirn UAE-‘B*(Y - Y”“)II’E = 0 
A7l 
, (3.48) WI- 
by using (3.45) and the fact that the sequence {A,,,} is bounded. But, since BAE-‘B* is an 
isomorphism, (3.48) implies (3.42). 
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Indeed, by using (2.3) we obtain 
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1124 - um+y; s f (u - Urn+‘, AE-‘B*(y - ym+‘) + A,(u - Urn))& (3.49) 
Moreover, subtracting (3.40) from (3.38) we get: 
(u - Urn+’ , &‘B*(y - ym+& d -ally - ym+‘ll-$. (3.50) 
Substituting this inequality in (3.49) we obtain: 
t I/Y - y”“IIZ + I/u - u”+‘ll; s I(u - lP11; (3.51) 
from which it follows (3.42). 
Remark 3.4. With the methods of the proposition 3.2, if {p,} is a sequence of real numbers 
in (0,2), it is not difficult to prove the convergence of the algorithm: 
AY m+l + BG&e-’ B*ym+’ + Amum) = f 
U m+’ = P~GJ&‘B*~~’ ’ + Amum) + (1 - p,,,)u”. (3.52) 
Remark 3.5. If A,,, = A > 0, we may demonstrate a similar result to the Corollary 3.2, i.e. 
where 
lim {urn} =u in E weakly 
Vl- 
u E aq(AE-‘B*y). 
(3.53) 
Remark 3.7. If A is symmetric, the algorithm 2 is exactly the Uzawa’s method for the 
“augmented Lagrangian” (always differentiable): 
where 
since 
L(z, v)=~(Ar,~)~~v-Cf,z)~“+rp*(Ad’B*z+Av)-5(lvll: (3.54) 
&)=mi; ~llu-wll~+~w], { (3.55) 
cp; = GA. 
Remark 3.8. Observe that the solution of the “regularizated problem”: 
Ay, + BG,(A;‘B*y,) = f (3.56) 
is exactly the element y’, obtained by means of the algorithm 2, when u” = 0 and A0 = A. 
Therefore, with the techniques of the Proposition 3.2, we may prove: 
11~ - ~~11 = WA). (3.57) 
For example, if cp is the indicator function of the closed convex K, we have GA = (I- &/A) 
and hence (3.56) is a penalty convergent method when A +O. 
3.5 Numerical methods for solving the nonlinear problem in the penalty-duality algorithm 
The main difficulty for the practical implementation of the algorithm 2 is the nonlinear 
problem (3.40). 
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To solve it, we propose below two iterative methods. 
For simplicity we omit the indices. We wish to find the solution of: 
Ay + BGA(&-‘B*y + Au) = f (3.58) 
where now, u is fixed in E. 
We may apply the algorithm 1 to this problem; for o = 0 and A = p it is exactly: 
AY,+I =f-Bw, 
w,,, = G,+,(A$B*y,+, + Au + pw,), p ‘0. (3.59) 
If I_L > (llB*/1*/2a), the Proposition 3.1 affirms the convergence of the sequence {y,} to the 
solution of (3.58); furthermore, in this case, the application which transforms wp in w,+~ is a 
strict contraction with constant u = (p/h + CL). 
Remark 3.9. Since p > (lIB*11*/2a), the constant Q goes to one when A goes to zero, and so the 
convergence of {y,,} may be slow. Thus, it is of interest o take the first values of the sequence 
{A,,,} not too small (see Numerical results). 
Remark 3.10. Let us consider the algorithm 2. If in solving the problem (3.40) we made only 
one iteration of the algorithm (3.59) with w. = urn, then it is not difficult to show that we obtain 
exactly the algorithm 1 for o = 0 and the parameters {A,,, + p}. 
Now we expose a second algorithm for solving (3.58): y. is chosen arbitrarily in V, 
AY,,, +; Bb-‘B*Y,+, =f -Bu+ i.lA(AE-lB*yp+A~). 
The convergence of this algorithm in established in the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.3 
If A is an arbitrary positive real number, we have: 
lim {Y,l = Y 
If- 
where y is the solution of (3.58). 
Proof 
Substracting (3.60) from (3.58) we easily obtain: 
a/Y - Y,+III: +; ~-'B*(Y - Y,+,)((; 6 A(1 : Aa) l&'B*(y - yp,II’E 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
(3.62) 
since JA is a Lipschitz function with constant (l/l + AB). 
From this inequality we deduce immediately (3.61) if (Y > 0. 
Alternately, if (Y = 0 but B > 0, then (3.62) implies: 
lim {AB’ B* y,,} = A.E’ B*y 
P- 
(3.63) 
from which it follows (3.61). since BAB’B* is an isomorphism. 
Q.E.D. 
3.6 Some variants of the penalty-duality algorithm 
We assume A, = A (positive constant). If in solving the problem (3.40) through the algorithm 
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(3.60), we put y. = ym and carry out only one iteration, we obtain the following algorithm: 
Let u” be chosen arbitrarily in E, 
AY -"++BAE1B*ym+l =f-Bu” +; BJ*(AE-‘B*y” +Au”) (3.64) 
U 
m+l 
- f JA(AE-lB*ym+l  w). (3.65) 
A variant of (3.64) (3.65) would be: 
u” given arbitrarily in E 
AY m+’ +; BA, B y ’ * m+‘=f+~BJ~(A~-lB*y’.+hum)-Bum (3.66) 
11 m+’ = Urn +; &-lB*y”+’ -; J*(&--‘B*ym + Au”). (3.67) 
The numerical results show that the behaviour of both algorithms is analogous. But the last 
one has the advantage that the term II” -(lIA)JA(AE’B*ym +Aum), which is used to solve 
(3.66), may be employed to compute urn+‘. 
By making the change of variable: 
p = urn -+ Aglg*ym (3.68) 
it is not difficult to check that the algorithm (3.66) (3.67) is, in fact, the algorithm 1, by putting 2A 
instead of A and o = (1/2A). 
Thus, the proposition 3.1 may be used and we get: 
The sequence obtained by means of the algorithm (3.66) (3.67) converges to the solution of 
the problem (2.10). 
Remark 3.11. When A = 0, see Gabay-Mercier[14] for another variant of (3.64)(3.65). 
3.7 Application to the examples 
Example 2.3.1. For this example the algorithm 2, is 
- uAym+’ - div PK fgradym+‘+um =f 
m > 
U m+‘=PK fgrady”“+u” 
m 
(3.69) 
The convergence of (3.69) is proved in Fortin[6]. On the other hand, the algorithm (3.66) 
(3.67) is: 
=f-iAy”+divP, (fgradym+um) 
(3.70) 
U 
m+l =igrad(y”“-y”)+PK 
Example 2.3.2. In this case, the algorithm 2 is 
U m+l= urn ++ grad ym+l 
m 
-f PK (grad ym+’ + Amum) 
m 
(3.71) 
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while, the variant (3.66) (3.67) is: 
=f+divu” -i div PK (grad y’” + hum) 
U m+l = u* +i grad ym+’ -i PK (grad y” f Au”). 
(3.72) 
4.1 A model problem 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The one dimensional elastoplastic torsion problem (example 2.3.2) has been chosen to 
compare the different numerical methods exposed in this article, taking: 
0=(-l, I), v= 1, f =2. (4.1) 
In this case, the exact solution is: 
x+1 1 C x < -0.5 
Y(X) = -x2 + 0.75 -0.5 < x s 0.5 (4.2) 
-x+1 0.5GXSl. 
In every iteration, the boundary problem has been solved using a classical finite difference 
method with step h = (l/10). 
The convergence test used is: 
(4.3) 
4.2 Results for algorithm 1 
Table I shows the number of iterations needed by algorithm I for the different values of p, A 
and O. 
It is seen that only two iterations are required for the optimal values, which are 
A =I, w=o, p=l 
A = 0.5, o=l, p=l 
A = 0.75, o = 0, p = 0.75. 
4.3 Results for algorithm 2 
The number of iterations required by algorithm 2 for the different values of p and A, are 
exposed in Table 2. 
The non-linear problem in (3.71) has been solved with the algorithm (3.60), the convergence 
test being: 
20 
z (Y,“,‘,!; - y:t’>’ < 10-‘O. 
It is found that for p = 1.5 and A = 0.5 the number of iterations is two as in algorithm 1. 
Even though the results are comparable, it is necessary to remark that every iteration of 
algorithm 1 needs the solution of a linear problem while each one of algorithm 2 needs the 
solution of a non-linear one. 
Then, it is clear that algorithm 1 is more efficient han algorithm 2, for the chosen problem. 
Similar results have been obtained for the Bingham fluid problem (example 2.3.1) but they are 
not shown here. 
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